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Introduction
In today's digital world, digital advertising is undoubtedly
one of the best drivers to sustainably drive growth for any
business’s bottom line.
At Traktion.ai, we’re obsessed with how there are always
new trends and innovations in the digital marketing world.
By working closely with our platform's experts who have
scaled campaigns for the likes of Uber, Deliveroo, Revolut
and more — we’ve distilled the best insights and uncovered
the best practices in this guide, "Digital Marketing
Demystiﬁed”.
In this e-book you’ll ﬁnd an array of tools, tips and tricks to
help you take your digital marketing strategy to the next
level on Facebook, Instagram, Google, and its associated
networks.
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1. Facebook Ads
The Facebook family of platforms allows you to create
multiple advertisements across Facebook, Instagram,
Audience Network and Messenger.
As of July 2019, 1.59 billion people log onto Facebook
daily. With its massive global presence, it is one of the
most powerful marketing network for any business to
target customers in any locale.
The Facebook Ads Manager is a powerful all-in-one tool to
set up your ads across Facebook's platforms, whether by
yourself or giving access to an external digital marketer.
For a complete guide to running ads on Facebook, click
here.
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Facebook Audiences,
Done Right
• Build Your Own Audience: Facebook’s “Audience” tool
allows you to build audiences based on your customer
proﬁles, allowing you to target speciﬁc groups of people
based on their interests, behavior, location,
demographics and activity on your channels.
• Custom Audiences: This is perhaps one of Facebook's
most powerful features. You can export a list of existing
customers or people who visited your website to
Facebook’s Ad Manager, and speciﬁcally target them
on your Facebook Ads through cross-channel
marketing.
• Learn how to build Custom Audiences here by using
data from your existing CRM systems, Facebook pixel,
or Facebook SDK.
• Too complex? Traktion’s network of veriﬁed digital
marketers have scaled effective proﬁtable ads using
Facebook’s Custom Audience for the world's leading
startups. Find an expert to conﬁgure your ads here.
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Optimize Your Ads for
Performance
• Conversion Tracking: Track your conversions through
Facebook Pixel by installing a line of code on your
website, which also gives you advanced analytics on
users who interact with your ads. This allows your
marketing team to understand your ads’ shortcomings
and constructively improve your ads over time.
• Improve your Relevance Score: Facebook’s algorithms
judges your ads based on its positive/negative
engagement with its users, from a scale of 1 to 10. The
higher your score, the more relevant your ad is, and
consequentially the lower your ad spend — which saves
you money in the long-term!
• Ad Copy: Write in a succinct, way, with a very clear "Call
To Action” that pushes visitors to make a move, such
as purchasing your product. Include a button such as
"Book Now”, “Buy Now”, "Learn More" based on your
needs and goals.
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2. Google Ads
As the most popular search network, with over 72% of
users worldwide, business growth can soar with Google
Ads and get your company in front of consumers, whether
you are a Business-to-Consumer (B2C) or Business-toBusiness (B2B) company.
Growing organically through search engine optimization
(SEO) to improve your search ranking is important, but so
is using ads to scale your traﬃc inﬂow so you reach
potential customers who are searching for terms relevant
to your product.
With cost-per-click (CPC) bidding, you're charged only
when someone is interested enough to click your ad and
go to your website. You can tell Google Ads the most
you're willing to pay for a click on your ad (called the
maximum cost-per-click bid), though you could be charged
less.
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Keywords…
Key Tips & Tricks
• Keywords Targeting: Set up your targeting settings
correctly so you only attract the audience you need.
Google provides a free Keyword Planner to help you
optimize your ads by discovering new keywords, get bid
estimates and planning them. Find it here.
• Negative Keywords are Powerful: Apart from targeting
people who use certain keywords when Googling, you
can also use “negative keywords” to avoid targeting
customers who will not purchase from your purchase.
• For example, a B2C formal shoes for men company will
not want to target the following words:
• "shoes on sale”
• "cheap shoes for men”
• "formal women shoes”
• By setting up your targeting settings correctly, you don't
end up receiving (and paying!) for traﬃc from people
who do not need your product in the ﬁrst place.
• More traﬃc isn’t always better. Relevance is key!
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Keywords…
Positioning & Ranking
• Don’t Always Get the Top Spot: The #1 position on
Google AdWords has historically cost almost twice the
price of the #2 position. Whilst the ﬁrst result can get
up to 33% of the traﬃc, factor this into your marketing
team to reﬁne your budget with your strategic goals.
• Optimize Your Website For Ads: Use SERPS.com to see
how your website ranks on Google, Yahoo and Bing, and
adjust your marketing strategy for paid keywords
accordingly.
• Optimize Your Web Titles: Having a keyword rich,
enticing, concise, and original web-title makes for
greater conversions.
• It’s in the details… Search Engine Optimization (SEO):
SEO also factors in meta-descriptions and ALT tags on
your website. Keep your text short and concise, and use
natural language.
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Analyze, learn, and repeat!
• Link Google Analytics: Set up Google Analytics on your
website to track your traﬃc, conversion, goals, and
unique metrics. You then need to link your Google
Analytics account to Google Ads. This allows you and/
or your marketing team to track, analyze, and crossreporting between your website and ad campaigns.
• With Google Analytics, you can import goal
completions and commerce transactions for rich
analyses of your analytics goals. This allows you to
create custom remarketing lists to target past
audiences, create Smart Lists, and optimize your lists
of keywords.
• Learn how to integrate your Analytics with AdWords
here, or hire one of Traktion's veriﬁed digital marketers
to do this for you and plan, create, and execute a
comprehensive digital marketing strategy.
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3. Re-marketing
Remarketing is different from usual standard display and
search advertising. Instead, it “remembers" people who
have interacted with your ad or website by using cookies
(lines of code)! It then serves ads to those with that
speciﬁc cookie, helping you nurture your relationship with
potential customers over time.
This allows you to strategically position your ads in front
of past audiences as they browse through Google or its
partner websites, thus helping you increase your brand
awareness or remind those audiences to make a
purchase.
Remarketing is a core component of any strategic
marketing plan to help a company scale.
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Types of remarketing
• Standard remarketing: Show ads to your past visitors
as they browse sites and apps on Google's Display
Network.
• Dynamic remarketing: Include speciﬁc products or
services that people viewed on your website or app in
retargeted ads
• Remarketing lists for search ads: Show ads to your
past visitors as they do follow-up searches for what
they need on Google, after leaving your website.
•

Video remarketing: Show ads to people who have
interacted with your videos or YouTube channel as they
use YouTube and browse Display Network videos,
websites, and apps

• Customer list remarketing: With Customer match, you
can upload lists of contact information that your
customers have given you. When those people are
signed into Google, you can show them ads across
different Google networks
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Segmenting website visitors
into different audiences
• Segment through customer proﬁles: Segregate your
potential customers by segmenting them into different
categories based on their interests and actions taken
on your site. You can do this by creating a remarketing
list. To begin, you ﬁrst have to tag your desktop and
mobile site. See how to do so here.
• Create different lists based on customer journeys:
Identify which stage your customers have reached in
their purchase journey to determine how valuable they
are, and then set the appropriate targeting and
message.
• You can create lists based on viewers who have clicked
on your “Homepage”, or select Categories of products,
speciﬁc Products, and even target Cart abandoners and
Past buyers. Learn advanced remarketing lists
powered by Google Analytics here.
•
• To analyze, segment and create lists, consider hiring a
veriﬁed digital marketer through Traktion to do this for
you. Traktion is completely free to use for businesses to
use.
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Top tips for remarketing
• 1. Start remarketing with your best-performing ads:
Remarketing works, but for the best return-oninvestment, focus your ﬁrst few remarketing campaigns
on your star ad performers.
• 2. Customize your ads based on customer needs:
Make sure you create speciﬁc remarketing ads for
different groups of customers. For example, for
someone who left your website at the Cart page,
consider providing a time-based exclusive discount
code in your remarketing ad.
• 3. Use sparingly with relevance: Perhaps this sounds
counter-intuitive, but as powerful as remarketing is, it
can also be remarkably annoying for customers. This is
one of the most common problems: customer
frustration from seeing one ad follow them everywhere
they do.
• Adjust the duration and frequency of your remarketing
ad so your customer don’t see it too much. If they don't
purchase by the 5th time they see the ad in a day - stop,
or you will build customer distrust and annoyance.
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4. Content is king
Digital marketing efforts will be less effective without highquality content. Your copywriting and creative is very
important in converting customers. Invest in original, onbrand content to build customer trust and loyalty.
Customers are smart in today’s modern world. Respect
your audience and avoid clickbait titles or captions, as it
builds distrust amongst audiences and cheapens your
brand.
Tailor your ads for different channels — an ad for
Facebook should be written different than on Google,
Instagram, Twitter, or LinkedIn. Find your brand voice, and
communicate that appropriately across different
channels.
By creating high-quality informative ads, you build brand
goodwill with your customers over time. Channels like
Facebook also reward engaging content with a high quality
score.
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5. Timing &
Geography
The best digital ads are timely, relevant, and dedicated to
customers within a region with a personal touch.
An experienced digital marketer will create a portfolio of
ads based on seasonality (Christmas, summer, conference
seasons) and even timezones and time-of-day.
While it is important to have internationally relevant ads,
there is a huge advantage to targeting locally. It is more
affordable to bid for targeted customers in speciﬁc
regions, and this is also why digital marketing can be a
great asset for businesses big and small, physical and
digital.
Short-timed deals, seasonal promotions, and ads that are
linked to current affairs also tend to perform well on
search ads. Ensure you deactivate and activate your ads
on a timely basis to ensure relevance and maintain your
budget.
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6. Optimize for
Mobile
Equally relevant for both B2B and B2C businesses, it is
ever more important to optimize your ads for both
desktop and mobile devices.
More people now conduct Google searches on mobile
phones than on desktop. Additionally, 49% of those
researching for product purchases do so via mobile
devices at work.
Digital ads should be optimized for different types of
phones, platforms, and on desktop and mobile devices
with its targeting, creative, and consumer behavior.
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7. Give it time.
Digital marketing is not a panacea that provides results
immediately. The best digital marketers and companies
recognize that digital advertising is a long-haul game.
The most important thing is to iteratively improve and
analyze your ads over time, to reﬁne and ﬁnd the right
audience.
Set goals, conduct A/B tests, and determine what goals,
metrics, and conversion targets ﬁt your marketing strategy
and business goals.
Experiment with multiple ad sets across Facebook,
Google, and beyond, and kill ads that perform badly, and
improve and iterate upon ads with promise.
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Give it a go!
Digital marketing is one of the few channels that highimpact businesses can utilize to get their product and
messaging out to customers worldwide.
Whether it is Facebook, Google, Instagram, Yahoo or
elsewhere — businesses can now personalize their
marketing to each lead in a clear, analytical, authentic way.

About Traktion
Launch digital marketing campaigns that actually work.
Traktion helps businesses increase their returns on
marketing campaigns by connecting them to veriﬁed digital
marketers, matched across 25+ factors.
Traktion conducts extensive background checks to ensure
that our digital marketers are experienced with a track
record of success, having run ads for the world's leading
companies from Amazon to Unilever, Deliveroo to Revolut.
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Digital Marketing,
Done Right.
Find your verified digital marketer
in just 3 easy steps here.
Any feedback? Speak to us at team@traktion.ai!
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